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for handoff

calls (say C

-

T channels).

Whenever

the

channel occupancy exceeds the certain threshold T, the GC policy rejects new
calls until the channel occupancy goes below T. The GC policy accepts handoff
calls as long as channels are available. It has been shown that there is an optimal
: threshold T. in which Bn is minimized subject to the hard constraint on Bh (3].
~An algorithm for finding such optimal threshold is given in (31.In order to have
.,more control on BILand Bn, limited fractional guard channel policy (LFG) is
.

introduced

,:0::; k < T,

[11. The LFG can be obtained

from FG policy by setting

1Tk =

1,

= 1T,and 1Tk= 0, T < k < C. It has been shown that there are
an optimal threshold T. and an optimal value of 1T. in which Bn is minimized
'. subject to the hard constraint on Bh [11.The algorithm for finding such optimal
parameters is given in [1]. In [41,a restricted version of FG policy, called uniform
fractional guard channel policy (UFG), is introduced. The UFG policy accepts
. new calls with probability of 1Tindependent of channel occupancy. The UFG can
be obtained from FG by setting 1Tk= 7f,0::; k < C. In order to find the optimal
value of parameter 1T,in [4] a binary search algorithm is given.
In this paper a reinforcement learning based algorithm is given to find the
optimal value of 1Tfor the UFG policy. In context of CAC, the use of reinforcement learning techniques can lead to good solution in reasonable time. Instead
of relying on a known teacher, the system is designed to learn an optimal assignment policy by directly interacting with the environment. Learning automaton
. (LA) is a reinforcement learning technique and has been used successfully in
many applications such as telephone and data network routing [5,61, solving
NP-Complete problems [7,8,9] and capacity assignment [10), to mention a few.
In this paper, we propose a LA based CAC algorithm for cellular networks. In
1TT

;

Abstract.
Dropping probability of handolT calls and blocking prohability of new calls are two important QoS measures for cellular ndworks.
Call admission policies, such as fractional guard channel and uniform
fractional guard channel policies are used to maintain the pre-specified
level of QoS. In this paper, we propose a learning automata based call
admission policy in which a learning automaton is used to accept/reject
new calls. This call admission policy can be considered 118adaptive nniform fractional guard channel policy. In order to study the performance
of the proposed call admission policy, the computer simulations are conducted. The simulation results show that for some range of input traffics,
the performance of the proposed approach is close to the performance of
the uniform fractional guard channel policy. The proposed policy is fully
adaptive and doesn't require any information about the input traffics.

1

Introduction

Introduction of micro cellular networks leads to efficient use of channels but
increases the expected rate of handovers per call. As a consequence, some network performance parameters such as blocking p7'Obabilityof ncw calls (Bn) and
d7'Oppingprobability of handoff calls (Bh) are affected. In order to maintain Bh
and Bn at a reasonable level, call admission contl'ol (CA C) algorithms are used,
which play a very important role in the cellular networks because directly control Bn and Bh. Sinc~ E'l is more important than Br" CAC policies give the
higher priority to handoff calls. This priority is implemented through allocation of more resources (channels) to handolf calls. A general CAC policy, called
fmctional gnanl channel policy (FG), accepts new calls with a probability that
depends on the current channel occupancy and accepts the handoff calls as long
as channels are available [11.Suppose that the given cell has C full duplex channels. The FG policy uses a vector JI = {7f!),. . . , 7fr - I} t.o accept. t.he new calls,
where () ::; 7f; ::; 1 and 0 ::; i < C. Tlw FG policy acn'pts ncw calls wit.h probability of 7fkwhen k (0 ::; k < C) channels are husy. Unfortunately, there is no
algorit.hm to find the optimal vl'ctor JI*. A restrict cd vprsion of FG is called
guard channel policy (GC) [2]. The GC p()lic~' rI's('rws a suhsl't (If channels,

;

this algorithm, LA is used to determine acceptance/rejection probability (1T) of
new calls.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents performance
parameters of UFG policy and gives an algorithm to find the optimal value of
parameter of UFG policy. The LA is given in section 3 and the proposed CAC
policy is given in section 4. The computer simulations is given in section 5 and
section 6 concludes the paper.

2

The Uniform

Fractional

Guard

Channel

Policy

In UFG policy, handoff calls are accepted as long as channels are available and
new calls are accepted with probability 1T,which is independent
of channel occupancy. The description of UFG policy is given algorithmically
in figure 1. In
the next subsections, we first study the blocking performance of UFG and then

give a binary search algorithm to find the optimal value of
2.1

The Blocking

Performance

parameter

1T.

of UFG

In what follows, we study the hlocking performance of UFG policy. The hlocking
performance of UFG policy is comput.ed hased on t.he following assumptions.

.'
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If (IIANDOFF

CALL)

~

thon

equal 1.0 la + (1 - a)7rJA, wherc n. =
is thc handoff traffic in Erlangs and
A = AI.+A" is t.otal t.rafficseen hy the cell. I3ecause of the stmcture of the Markov
chain, we can en.<;ilywrit.e down the steady-state balance equations. Define the
steady state probability P" = limt-+ooProb[c(t) = nl for state Tt= 0,1,..., C.

if e(l) < C ) then
accept

call

else
reject
end
end

call

Then, t.he following expression

if

if

if (NEW

CALL)

if (c(l)

accept

rand

(0,1) < 1r) then

call

reject
end

= 0,1,..., C).
(1)

A/J-Lis the total traffic in Erlangs as seen
by a cell and Po is the probability that all channels are free. The value of Po is
calculated by the following expression.
-1
C

call

if

if

Fig. 1. Unform fractional guard channel policy

Po = [

1. The arrival process of new and handoff calls is poiRson process wit.h rate An
and Ah, respectively.
2. The holding time for both types of calls are exponcntially distrihuted with
mean

for P" (n

where'Y = [a + (1 - a)7r]and P =

else
end

can be derived

(fYY)"
P" = ~Po
n.

then

< C and

453

(2)

~ (~r]

Thus, the dropping probability of handoff calls, Bh(C, 71'),id given by

R
Bh(C,1T)= (p'Yf
C! o.

(3)

J-L
-I.

3. The time interval between two calls from a mobile host is much greater than
the mean call holding time.
4. Only mobile to fixed calls are considered.
5. The network is homogenous.
The above first three assumptions have been found to be rensonahle as long as
the number of mobile hosts in a cell is much greater than the number of channels
allocated to that cell. The fourth assumption makes Olll'analysis easier and the
fifth one lets us to examine the performance of a single network cell in isolation.
Suppose that the given cell has a limited number of full duplex channeh C,
in its channel pool. We define the state of a particular cell at time t to he the
number of busy channels in that cell and is represented hy c(t). The {c(t.)It ~ O}
is a cont.inuous-time lVlarkov chain (birth-deat.h proceRs) wit.h states 0, 1, . . . , C.
The state transit.ion rate diagram of a cell wit.h C full duplex channels allll UFG
call admission policy is shown in figlll'e 2.
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Fig. 2. Markov

dmin

C"

mo,!l') of ,.(.11

At the state 0 S n < C, new calls are accepted with probabilit.y 0 S 71'S 1
and handoff calls are accepted with probability 1. I30th types of calls are blocked
in state C. Thus. the state dcpl'ndl'nt arrival rat.!' in th" hirt.h-d('ath proc!'ss is

Similarly, the blocking probability of new calls, Bn(C,1T) is equnl to
C-I

Bn(C,7r) =

L (1 -

= 1-

2.2 Finding of Optimal

1T)Pn

11.=0

Parameter

71'

[1 -

+ Pc

(4)

Bh(C, 1T)]

of UFG Policy

The objective of our call admission control policy is to find a 71'*that minimizes
Bn(C,1T) with the constraint that Bh(C, 1T)must be at. most Ph. The value of Ph
specifies the QoS of the network. It is too complex to obtain an exact solution
for this problem. Hence, a search algorithm is given to determine the optimnl
value of 1Tfor given traffic and constraint Ph. This algorithm is given in figure 3.
Since the proposed algorithm needs all parameters of input traffic, which
are unknown and possibly time varying, we introduce a LA based algorithm for
determination of parameter 71'.
3

Learning

Automata

The aut.omata approaeh to lea1'lliug involves t.he determination of an optimal
action from a set. of allow!1ble actions. An automaton can be regmded as an
abstract object that has finite number of actions. It selects an action from its
finite set of actions. This action is applied to a random environment. The random environmcnt evahwt.es the applied nction and ~ives a I!;radcto Ihe selected

. ,16.'

\
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set upper f-- 1; lower +- 0
set k +- 0
if (Bh (C, I) :5 PI,) then
return 1
end if
while (k < 20 and (uppr.r - lower) < 0.00(1) do
set 1T+- (ul'pr.r + lower) / 2
if B,,(C,1T) > "10) thcn
set upper +- 7('
else

i
I

i

jlli
,

set
cnd

lower

~

7('

ir

sct k +- k + I
end while
return

7r

II'l-

I
i

Fig. 3. Algorithm for determination
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action of automata. The response from envil'Onmenl: (Le. grade of action) is used
by automata to select its next action. By continuing this process, the automaton learns to select an action with best grade. Tlw learning algorithm used by
automata to determine the selection of next action fwm t.he re:;pons(~of environment. An automaton acting in an unknown random environment. alHl improves
its performance in some specified manner, is refern,d to as learning nuto1l/.aton.
LA can be classified into two main families: fixcd stmctm'c ICnT7/.iu!l
Il1domnta and
variable structure learning automata [111.Variahle st.ructun~ learning aut.omata
is represented by triple < 13,n, T >, where 13is a sel uf inputs act.ions, et is a set
of actions, and T is learning algorithm. The learning algorithm is a recurrence
relation and is used to modify the state probability vect.or. It, is evident that
the crucial factor affecting the performance of the variable structure learning
automata, is learning algorithm for updating the action probabilities. Various
learning algorithms have been reported in the literature. Let n; be the action
chosen at time k as a sample realization from probability distribution p(k). In
linear reward-t:penalty algorit.hm (Ln-fP) scheme the recurrence equation for
updating P is defined as
if

{ p';(k) - a x lJ.i(l,,)

1,:
.1.
!',

j"

i

=j

pj(k) + a x [1 - pj(k)] if i
pj(k + 1) =..
Pj(k)X(l-b)

if

if i=j

pj(A' + 1) =

if

{

(i(k) = 0

"~I + p';(k)(l - b) if

(5)

i,p j
/I(k)

=J

(6)

if- j

The parameters 0 < (L < 1 alld (I < 11« (/. I".{.:;l'nt.stql l"lIyths alH( 7' is
the number of actions for LA. The a and b det.l'l'Inine t.he alnount. of increase
and decreases of the actiun probabilities, H'Slwctiycly. If t.he (/ I'quals t.o b the
recurrence equations (5) and (6) is called li7lell1'7'('wII.'I'Ill)C7ll/.lty(
L11-.") algorithm.
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LA Based CAC Strategy

In t.his section, we introduce a LA based call admission algorithm (figure 4).
This alJ!;orithm is used to det.ermine admission probability 7r when parameters
a and (I (or equivalently A/It An and IL) are unknown or probably time varying.
The proposed CAC strateJ!;y adjusts parameter 7r as long as network operates.
This algorithm gives a higher probability t.o haudoff calls by allowing handoff
calls to be accepted with higher probability than new calls. This algorithm can
be described !1Sfollows: The proposed algorithm uses one reward-penalty type
LA wit.h t.WO!1ct.ionsin each cell. The act.ion set. of this aut.omat.on corresponds
to {ACCEP'l',H.E.JECT}. The aut.omaton associated to each cell det.el'lnines the
probability uf acceptance of new calls (7r). Since initially the values of a and pare
unknown, the probability of selecting these actions are set to 0.5. When a handoff
call arrives, it is accepted as long as there is a free channel. If there is no free
channel, the handoff call is blocked. When a new call arrives t.o a particular cell,
LA associated to that cell chooses one of its actions. Let 7rbe the probability of
selecting the action ACCEPT. Thus, the LA accepts new calls with probability
7r as long as there is a free channel and rejects t.hem with probability 1 - 7r. If
action ACCEPT is selected by automaton and the cell has a free channel, then
action ACCEPT is rewarded. If there is no fret' channel to be allocated to the
arrived new call, the call is blocked and action ACCEPT is penalized. When
the automaton selects action REJECT, it estimates the dropping probability of
handoJf calls (Bit). If the current estimate of dropping probability of lmndoff
calls is less than the given threshold Pit and there is a free channel, then the
new call is accepted and action REJECT is penalized, This rule causes that the
channels used more efficiently. In other case, till' new call is rejected and action
REJECT is rewarded.

5

Simulation

Results

In this section, we compare performance of t.he uniform fractional guard channel
and the LA based call admission policies. The results of sinmlations are summarized in table 1. The simulation is based on the single cell of homogenous cellular
network system. In such network, each cell has 8 full duplex channels (C = 8).
In the simulations, new call arrival rate is fixed t.o 30 calls per minute (An = 30),
channel holding time is set to 6 seconds (/L-I = 6), and the handoff call traffic
is vnried bet.ween 2 calls per minute to 20 calls per minute. The results listed
in table 1 are ubtained by averaging 10 runs frum 2,000,000 secunds simulation
of each algorithm. The objective is to minimize t.he blockinJ!;probability of new
calls subject tu the constraint that t.he dropping prohability of handoff calls is
less than 0.01. The optinuLl parameter uf uniform fractional guard channel policy
is oht.ainetl hy al/!,orit.hm:1.
By carefully inspecting the t.ahle 1, it is evident that for some range of input
traffics, t.he performance of the proposed policy is close to the performance of
the uniform fractional guard channd policy.
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References

if (NEW CALL) then
if (LA.aclioll () = ACCEI'T) lhen
if (c(l) < C )then
ncccpt en 11
reward action ACCgPT

'
I

else

I.
I

;,

reject

ji

penalize
end

r!

else

call
action

ACCEPT

if

/ /LA "elect.s "dioll n EJECT
if (c(t)

< C and

accept

il,. < 1'/, ) then

cnll

penalize

action

RE.IECT

else
reject

call

reward
cnd
end

action

REJECT

if

if

Fig. 4. LA ba.~ed call admission control algorithm
Table
Casei

1. Minimize D.. such that IJ" ::; 0.01

Uniform Fractional CunrdlLA
Ah
Challllel Policy

R
1 2 0.023935
2
4 0.089897
3 6 0.15725
4
8 0.223872
5 100.289849
6 120.356866
7 140.424072
8 160.489967
9 18 0.557026
10 200.623746

6

fu
0.024675
0.023639
0.022202
0.020367
0.019248
0.017607
0.016390
0.01fi076
0.013939
0.013318

Based Uuifol'm Fl'adional
Glla..d Cl 11\11
11<'1I'olicy

R
0.054314
0.088707
0.147586
0.193917
0.193917
0.249867
0.289l.i57
0.391456
0.44,126:~
0.4882!)O
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~
0.023388
0.025217
0.0248,17
0.02,1625
0.024625
0.024294
0.02;'141
0.024,160
0.02381.iI
0.02480n

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced a LA hasecl call admissi()\l ('ont.rol policy for cellular
networks. In t.he proposed policy, a LA is m;cd t.o aecl'pt/wjPd, npw calls. This
call admission policy can he considered ns adaptiV!' unil<mn fradiollal guard
channel policy. In order to study the pcrfonuan('{! of the proposf'd ('all admission
policy, the computer sinllllat.ions are conducted. The si1llulat.ion n.sult.s show
that for s01lle range of input traffics, t.he performance of thl' PWPOS('"approach
is close to the performance of the uniform fract.ional guard challllPl policy. Since
LA nre adaptive and don't need any infor1lHltion ahout. it.s Cll\'irollll\(~nt. the
proposed policy is fully mlapt,iV!'aliiI dOl!SII'\;n.IJlli any inforlllal.ioll ahout t.he
input trnlne;;.
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